
Western Hungary
February 19 – April 1, 1945

Budapest has fallen, the Germans can no longer hold on to Hungarian  
lands. Our valiant forces are preparing for the final push against the  
enemy. Reports are showing that SS troops are present on our front. Even 
though they might strike first, you must hold firm everywhere, then just  
sweep the enemy and finish the liberation of Hungary!

- Fyodor Ivanovich Tolbukhin,
Marshal of the Soviet Union 

Reserves: Take two reserve tokens.

Objectives 0 1 2 3 4 5

Score -1 0 1 2 2 3

3- Battle of Pápa

1- Erasing the Bridgehead

2- Spring Awakening

Soviet Victory!
Outstanding performance, comrade! No one 
expected you to hold here, but in the end you 
pulled it off! Reports are showing that the Germans 
are secretly preparing for offensive operations... 
prepare your men, comrade!

Special: Now the Germans will be harassed up 
north. The Soviet Player rolls an additional die on 
his next Victory Events Roll.

Soviet Victory!
The German offensive is stopped dead in its tracks! 
Their forces are now in our trap between Lake 
Balaton and Lake Velens. Our 6th and 9th Guards 
Armies are due to begin their own offensive behind 
the German lines!

Special: The Soviet Player takes 1 Reserve Token.

Soviet Victory!
Our offensive caused enormous losses on the 
German side and they have begun their retreat 
towards the borders of the Reich. No one can stop 
us now from liberating all of Hungary! Extraordinary 
performance, comrade!

4- Budapest-Vienna
Highway

Soviet Victory!
We are on the border of fascist Germany: this can 
only mean, that the war will end soon. Hungary has 
been liberated and soon we'll parade in Vienna! 
Hurra!



Western Hungary
February 19 – April 1, 1945

The troops of Greater Germany are fighting the Soviets everywhere. The  
Führer realized that offensive operations would be necessary in Hungary  
to defend the Nagykanizsa oil fields. We've launched Unternehmen  
Südwind to erase the Soviet bridgehead north of the Danube. You'll lead  
the final assault there, then you'll be in charge for Unternehmen  
Frühlingserwachen. Vorwärts!

- Oberstgruppenführer Sepp Dietrich
Reserves: Take two reserve tokens.

Objectives 0 1 2 3

Score 1 1 2 3

3- Battle of Pápa

1- Erasing the Bridgehead

2- Spring Awakening

German Victory!
Our flank is not exposed anymore! Sehr gut! With 
this great victory we can finally begin preparations 
for our next smashing attack! 

Special: Preparations for Unternehmen 
Frühlingserwachen – roll 3 dice on your next 
Reserve roll and keep any two of them as your final 
roll.

German Victory!
Sieg!  A much-needed victory has been attained 
today, our troops are heading towards the Danube!
But beware! The Soviets are massing behind your 
lines, try to hold firm!

Special: The Soviet Player takes 1 Reserve Token.

German Victory!
Can this be real? We've just stopped the Soviets' 
spearhead! Wunderbar!

Special: The Soviet Player will play the next battle 
with one less card.

4- Budapest-Vienna
Highway

German Victory!
The border of the Reich has not been crossed by 
Soviets, Wien is safe! The Reich is victorious today 
and it shall be in this war...


